
Weather Hazards Seminar



Weather Hazards

Five Phenomena that can be 

hazardous to operators of 

small boats.



Wind

Waves

Poor Visibility

Lightning

Hail



Wind



High and Low Pressures 

Pressure will always attempt to 

equalize by causing air to move 

from areas of  high pressure to 

areas of  low pressure – wind. 

The greater the pressure 

difference the stronger the 

wind. 



Pressure Gradient Force

10/100=0.1



Coriolis Force (Effect)



Geostrophic Wind





More Wind Related Stuff

▪ Gusts

▪ Squalls

▪ Cat’s Paw

▪ Apparent Wind

▪ Topography

▪ Wind Related to Showers



Wind is the atmosphere in 

motion. Measured in knots for 

marine use (1.15mph, 1.85km/h). 

Winds may be steady or gusty. 



Gust: A sudden, brief  increase 

in the speed of  the wind 

followed by a lull. Gusts are 

reported when the peak wind 

speed reaches at least 15 knots 

and is at least 5 knots higher 

than the current 2 minute 

average.



Squalls: Reported when the 

wind speed increases by 15 

knots or more; the duration of  

the peak speed is at least 2 

minutes; the wind attains a one-

minute mean of  at least 20 kts; 

then diminishes by at least 5 kts. 



An approaching patch of darker, 

disturbed water on a windy day 

can reveal the approach of a 

gust or a squall when there may 

be no other clue to its presence.



Cat’s Paw: A light wind that 

ruffles the surface of  the water 

in irregular patches during an 

otherwise calm period. 



Apparent Wind: Felt on a 

moving boat. This is a 

combination of the wind 

and the boat’s movement. 









Wind without waves is 

usually only a problem when 

manoeuvring in a confined 

area. If a boat is well secured, 

it would take very strong 

winds to cause damage.



Marine winds are greatly 

affected by topography, and 

tend to follow the shore line. 



Expect changes in the wind 
when leaving protected areas 

or when approaching 
prominent topographical 

features. (Local knowledge)



Showers may be accompanied 

by gusts or squalls, whether or 

not a thunderstorm is occurring. 

When a shower approaches, 

prepare in advance for a short 

period of strong and gusty 

winds.





Waves



Waves – Energy transferred 
from the air to the water. 

Note that the water will move 
at only about 3% of the wind 

speed.  



Wind Waves – generated by 
the wind blowing over the 

water surface.

Swell Waves – left over 
wind waves that have 

moved away from their 
source area.



Wind wave heights are directly 

related to the wind speed, 

duration of the wind, and 

distance (fetch) it blows over 

the water in a straight line.





Stronger winds require shorter 

fetches and durations to raise 

the same wave, a storm force 

wind can produce 1-2m waves 

only a mile offshore in about 

15 minutes.

Wind Warning Criteria

http://www.ec.gc.ca/meteo-weather/default.asp?lang=En&n=B8834C38-1&offset=1&toc=hide


Wind waves may be 

superimposed on swell waves.



Waves that oppose a current, 

such as at a river mouth, have a 

shorter wave length, are 

steeper, and break more often 

than waves that do not oppose 

a current. 





Waves moving into shallow 

water (depth less than 1.5 times 

the distance between adjacent 

crests) also shorten and break. 

Both conditions may be 

hazardous to small vessels.





Significant wave height = mean height of  the 

highest third of  the waves



Poor Visibility

Hey Bob, what’s that goat doing up here in the cloud?



Fog

Fog is cloud that forms at 
ground level. The term is 

commonly used to describe 
any reduction in visibility. 



Types of Fog

Radiation Fog

Advection Fog

Frontal Fog



Radiation Fog

Requires clear skies, light winds 
and sufficient moisture, 

conditions most commonly 
found under a ridge of high 

pressure in the fall. 



Called radiation fog because it is 

caused by radiational cooling.

The air cools overnight and will 

become saturated given 

sufficient moisture.



The winds must be light but not 

calm, a bit of mixing is required 

to form radiation fog, otherwise 

the condensation will result in 

heavy dew. 



Radiation fog is often thin 

and patchy and tends to 

form in, or flow into and fill 

low lying areas.



Dispersion usually begins as the 

sun warms the ground which 

then warms the air near the 

surface.





Radiation Fog



Advection Fog

Horizontal movement of air

80% of sea fogs are this type



Contact with a cooler surface 

causes a moist air mass to cool 

below the dew point and fog 

will form.



This type of fog is usually 
widespread, deep and persistent. 
It may last for days as a change 
in wind direction is necessary 

for it to dissipate 







Arctic Sea Smoke



Frontal Fog

Rain falls out of the warm air 

behind a warm front and into 

the cold air below. 



When the air reaches saturation 

fog and or cloud will form.

This type of fog will dissipate 

when the front passes through.



Warm Front with Fog 



Lightning



Lightning

Electrical discharge in the 

atmosphere accompanied by 

thunder.



Lightning does not often strike 

small vessels and when it does, 

usually electronic equipment is 

damaged, but rarely does 

anything major happen to the 

hull or crew.



A properly grounded mast or 

antenna provides a cone of 

protection which usually 

extends over the whole hull of a 

small vessel. 



A lightning strike is carried from 

the mast or antenna through 

heavy grounding wire to the 

keel or grounding plate, then to 

the water.



Cone of Protection



During a thunderstorm, stay 

clear of the mast or antenna, 

and of the wiring and rigging 

attached to them. 



Avoid metal objects and hunch 

as low as possible in the centre 

of the cockpit or cabin.



Hail



Hail poses the same risks afloat 
as ashore. May do minor 

damage to boats if the hail 
stones are large enough.  Can 
also cause eye damage if you 
look up when hail is falling.



A Little about Clouds

Approaching showers may include 

wind gusts or squalls. Rapid 

building of large cauliflower-

shaped clouds indicate a possible 

thunderstorm within an hour or so. 



The approach of dark, rolling, 

threatening clouds may herald a 

thunderstorm within the next 

few minutes.



Cumulonimbus (CB) Base of the Cloud with Mammatus



Cumulonimbus (CB) with anvil top



The gradual thickening and 

lowering of clouds may foretell 

several hours of rain and poor 

visibility developing in one to 

three hours. 



Sometimes there is also a ring 

around the sun or moon that is 

observable before the clouds 

become too thick.



Cirrostratus (CS) with Complete Halo



The appearance of a red sky or a 

rainbow may indicate 

deteriorating weather if it is 

early morning or improving 

weather if it is late in the day.



Fronts and Frontal Weather

Airmasses – What and where?

What is a front?

What kind of  weather is 

associated with fronts?



Air Masses

Continental Tropical (cT): 

Hot and dry, forms over the 

subtropical deserts of  the 

Southwest and Mexico 



Maritime Tropical (mT): 

Warm to hot and moist, forms 

over the tropical and subtropical 

Pacific and Atlantic oceans and 

the Gulf  of  Mexico 



Maritime Polar (mP):

Cold and moist in winter, 

cool and moist in summer, 

forms over the waters of  the 

North Atlantic and Pacific 

oceans all year and over the 

many open lakes in northern 

Canada in summer 



Maritime Arctic (mA): 

Cold and moist, forms over 

northern open water

Continental Arctic (cA): 

Very cold and dry, forms over 

frozen polar regions 



Air Masses (Northern Hemisphere)



What is a Front?

A front is the surface boundary 

between 2 airmasses that have 

differing temperatures and/or 

moisture content. The term is 

taken from war time battle 

fronts.



Warm Front



Cold Front



Frontal Wave



End (Week 1)


